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the numbers from my experience
at my practice, sports medicine
and orthopedic specialists.

coding is now supported by
documentation. The number of
level 4 and level 5 new patient
visits that previously did not have
necessary documentation to
support these codes has dropped.
simply by providing faxed reports
to referring physicians, we have
been able to replace office visits of
lesser codes with level 2 and level
3 consult visits. We also found that
we were consistently undercoding
on follow-up patients. using an
emr system has increased our
practice revenues from office visits.

using emr software has also
reduced practice costs by elimi-
nating transcription costs. our
transcription costs used to run
$900 per physician per month.
With four physicians, that’s $3,600
per month or $43,200 a year that
we no longer have to pay.

now consider the cost of the
patient charts and dividers at
$1.50 per chart multiplied by
6,500 patients. Finally, we were
able to eliminate a planned posi-
tion for an additional employee to
file and pull charts, locate charts at
various locations in the office, and
hunt for misfiled charts. That
saved the practice approximately
$25,000 per year in salary and
benefits. conservatively, our use of
emr software has eliminated
$78,000 in expenses each year
(Table 1).

our initial investment (when the
practice consisted of two physi-
cians) was about $100,000 for a
server, five tablet computers, fire-
walls, wireless transmitters,
network installation, and the emr
program and training. When we
later added two physicians to the
practice, the cost of the required
additional software licenses,
training, and equipment totaled
another $20,000. We now pay
about $1,000 per month for main-
tenance, support, and updates.

our initial research indicated
that the move to emrs would pay
for itself within 30 months. With
the growth of our practice, we
reached the financial break-even
point after only 20 months. and
we are continuing to save, since
the $1,000 monthly emr fees are
considerably less than the more
than $6,000 per month in
expenses we would be incurring if
we were still using paper charts.

Impact on workflow
before implementing our well-
integrated pm/emr system, our
average invoice spent approxi-
mately 30 days in ar. now,
because our system electronically
delivers the appropriately matched
cpT and icd-9 codes from the
emr system to the pm system, the
time an invoice spends in ar has
been cut nearly in half. This signifi-
cant improvement in cash flow is
almost solely due to improvement
in workflow, which is easier and

less time consuming for the billing
department.

another measure of economic
efficiency is generating the
maximum desired output. For an
orthopaedic surgeon, delivering
quality care is a most desired
output. emr technology makes
e-prescribing possible, eliminating
illegible prescriptions and reducing
prescription errors. medications
are easily cross-checked for
reported allergies and possible
interactions with the patient’s
current medications and diagnoses.

The pacs enables easier access to
radiographs and allows images to be
easily manipulated to provide a
better diagnostic-quality radiograph
without exposing the patient to
multiple studies. many pacs
provide electronic templates for
arthroplasties and trauma surgery to
better plan for procedures.

You can do it, too
although many physicians have
found emr implementation a

painful or frustrating process, the
desired results are eventually
achievable with patience and
persistence. and implementation of
a pacs requires training only in
how to view and manipulate
images—there is very little work-
flow disruption. integrating the
pm system with both an emr
system and pacs saves data entry
time and enables better coding and
time savings for the billing depart-
ment.

To read accounts of medical
practices that have successfully
implemented emr systems into
their workflow and find other
valuable material on the subject of
emr systems, visit the Healthcare
information management system
society Web site at www.himss.org
and type “emr” in the search
field. NOW

Samuel R. Goldstein, MD, is a
member of a small group practice,
Sports Medicine and Orthopedic
Specialists, PC, practicing in
Birmingham, Ala.
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Temporary reprieve on
“red Flag rules”enforcement
FTc delays enForcemenT unTil auG. 1, 2009
The u.s. Federal Trade
commission (FTc) has extended
the compliance deadline for the
identity Theft red Flag rules
from may 1, 2009, until aug. 1,
2009, to give business entities
more time to develop and imple-
ment written identity theft preven-
tion programs.

The rule requires creditors and
financial institutions to implement
programs to identify, detect, and
respond to patterns, practices, or
specific activities that could indi-

cate identity theft. The FTc main-
tains that business entities that
provide services and bill later—
including physicians and other
professionals—are creditors, and
as such must comply with the rule.

The rule is risk-based, which
means that the nature and
complexity of any identity theft
prevention program should be
tailored to the business and poten-
tial risk factors. practices that
have policies and procedures to
comply with the Health

information portability and
accountability act (Hipaa) can
include these in the program.
other identity theft prevention
strategies that are already in
place in the practice can also be
incorporated.

in addition to educational
materials currently available on
the FTc Web site, the agency has
also developed a compliance
template to help businesses with a
low risk of identity theft to adopt
the program. The World privacy

Forum has also developed infor-
mation to help healthcare
providers understand and develop
an identity theft prevention
program. links to these materials
can be found in the online version
of this article, available at
www.aaosnow.org

The online aaos practice
management center
(www.aaos.org/pracman) also
includes information on the guide-
lines and what they mean for
medical practices. NOW

Service Expense before EMR Expense after EMR

Transcription services $43,200 per year $0

(4 physicians)

Patient charts/dividers $9,750 per year $0

($1.50/chart; 6,500 patients)

Staffing $25,000 per year $0

Total savings $77,950 annually

Table 1 EMR cost savings
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